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About the Album 
 
Ahjay Stelino’s album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” is a 
ready to use 20 minute music session for 
parents/caregivers, teachers and other people working 
with young people with special needs. It is available at a 
digital download or can be streamed through ITunes and 
Spotify. Further information about the album can be 
found at www.ahjaystelino.com.  
 
About the Songs 
 
Each song focuses on a single goal. The lyrical simplicity 
and musical accompaniment have been composed to 
ensure an engaging experience for the young person.  
 

1. Hello Everyone: This is a greeting song that acts as a 
reminder that the music session is about to start. 

2. Let’s Wiggle Our Fingers: This song encourages the 
fine-motor skill of wiggling fingers. 

3. Stretch Your Arms: This song encourages the gross-
motor skill of stretching arms. 

4. Tap Your Body: This song helps teach the parts of the 
body while also allowing for sensory stimulation by 
tapping. 
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5. Singing Farm: This is a vocalisation song that uses the 
familiar sounds of farm animals. 

6. Blowing a Bubble: This is an anticipation song. The 
adult can help the young person gradually open their 
arms wider as the song progresses and then put it 
back together to sound a clap when the balloon 
goes.... POP! 

7. Let’s Play Instruments Together: This song gives the 
young person a chance to play an instrument. Any 
instrument can be played for this song. The song also 
includes anticipation by incorporating starts and 
stops in the song. 

8. Fun in the Sun: This is a song that allows for the use 
of tactile objects to enhance and provide a dual-
sensory stimulus of music and touch. For the first 
verse, move the young person’s hands like the sun. 
For the second verse, bring out the sunscreen and put 
on some real sunscreen! For verse 3, blow gently onto 
the young person’s face to replicate blowing wind, 
alternately flap a paper fan or put on a pedestal fan. 
For the last verse, splash water onto the young person 
either by using a water spray or flicking water with 
your hands. Have fun! 

9. Row Together: This is song that allows the young 
person to engage in a joint-experience with another 
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person by rowing together. It’s an alternative to doing 
“Row row row your Boat” for the millionth time J  

10. Goodbye Everyone: This is a farewell song that 
acts as a reminder that the music session is about to 
end. 

 
About the Recording 
 
All songs have been composed and arranged by Ahjay 
Stelino. All songs were recorded, mixed and mastered by 
Ahjay Stelino at Stelino Studios, Auckland, New Zealand. 
 
About Ahjay Stelino 
 
Ahjay Stelino is a professional musician and registered 
music therapist based in Auckland, New Zealand (He is 
registered with the Music Therapy New Zealand 
registration board under his legal name of Ajay Castelino). 
More information about Ahjay can be found at 
www.ahjaystelino.com. 
 
 
Copyright © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
International Copyright Secured 
All Rights Reserved 
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The music, text, design and graphics in this publication are 
protected by copyright law. Any duplication or 
transmission, by any means, electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording or otherwise, is an infringement 
of copyright. 
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SONG LYRICS 
Hello Everyone 
 
Hello everyone 
Ha ha ha 
Ha ha ha 
Hello 
 
Hello everyone 
Ha ha ha 
Ha ha ha 
Hello 
 
Hello 
Ha low low low low low 
 
Song info: This is a greeting song that acts as a reminder 
that the music session is about to start. 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
 

SONG LYRICS 
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Let’s Wiggle Our Fingers 
 
Let’s wiggle wiggle  
Wiggle our fingers 
Wiggle wiggle 
Wiggle our fingers 
Wiggle wiggle  
Wiggle our fingers 
Wiggle Wiggle Wiggle away 
 
Like a wiggly worm 
Like a wiggly noodle 
Like a wiggly worm 
Like a wiggle noodle noodle 
Noo noo noo, Noo noo noo, noo 
 
Song info: This song encourages the fine-motor skill of 
wiggling fingers. 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
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SONG LYRICS 
Stretch Your Arms 
 
Stretch your arms 
Way up high 
Stretch your arms 
Way down low 
 
Stretch your arms 
Out to the side 
Stretch your arms 
In front of you 
 
Song info: This song encourages the gross-motor skill of 
stretching arms. 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
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SONG LYRICS 
Tap Your Body 
 
These are my toes 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my toes 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my toes 
Gonna give it a tap 
And then keep on moving up 
 
These are my knees 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my knees 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my knees 
Gonna give it a tap 
And then keep on moving up 
 
These are my hips 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my hips 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my hips 
Gonna give it a tap 
And then keep on moving up 
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These are my shoulders 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my shoulders 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my shoulders 
Gonna give it a tap 
And then keep on moving up 
 
These are my ears 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my ears 
Gonna give it a tap 
These are my ears 
Gonna give it a tap 
And then keep on moving up 
 
This is my mouth 
Gonna give it a tap 
This is my mouth 
Gonna give it a tap 
This is my mouth 
Gonna give it a tap 
And then keep on moving up 
 
This is my nose 
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Gonna give it a tap 
This is my nose 
Gonna give it a tap 
This is my nose 
Gonna give it a tap 
And then keep on moving up 
 
This is my head 
Gonna give it a tap 
This is my head 
Gonna give it a tap 
This is my head 
Gonna give it a tap 
And then keep on moving up 
 
Song info: This song helps teach the parts of the body 
while also allowing for sensory stimulation by tapping. 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
Copyright © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
International Copyright Secured 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
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SONG LYRICS 
Singing Farm 
 
Welcome to our singing farm 
Where everyone gets to sing and dance 
Welcome to our singing farm 
Where everyone gets a chance 
 
Here comes a cow 
She sings moo 
She sings moo 
She sings moo 
And all the animals cheer and sing and say 
 
Here comes a duck 
He sings quack quack 
He sings quack quack 
He sings quack quack 
And all the animals cheer and sing and say 
 
Here comes the sheep 
He sings baa 
He sings baa 
He sings baa  
And all the animals cheer and sing and say 
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Song info: This is a vocalisation song that uses the familiar 
sounds of farm animals. 
 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
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SONG LYRICS 
Blowing A Bubble 
 
I’m blowing a bubble 
I’m blowing a bubble 
I’m blowing a bubble 
It’s getting bigger  
And bigger 
And then it goes 
POP! 
 
Song info: This is an anticipation song. The adult can help 
the young person gradually open their arms wider as the 
song progresses and then put it back together to sound a 
clap when the balloon goes.... POP! 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
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SONG LYRICS 
Let’s Play Instruments Together 
 
Let’s play instruments together 
Let’s play instruments together 
Let’s play 
And play 
And then 
Let’s... Stop 
 
Song info: This song gives the young person a chance to 
play an instrument. Any instrument can be played for this 
song. The song also includes anticipation by incorporating 
starts and stops in the song. 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
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SONG LYRICS 
Fun in the Sun 
 
Early one morning 
The sun was shining 
The sun was shining everywhere 
Early one morning 
The sun was shining 
The sun was shining everywhere 
 
Oh, I’m gonna have fun in the sun 
Fun in the sun today 
Oh, I’m gonna have fun in the sun 
Fun in the sun today 
 
I slapped on some sun screen 
Slip slop slap 
Slip slop slap everywhere 
I slapped on some sun screen 
Slip slop slap 
Slip slop slap everywhere 
 
I walked along the beach 
The wind was blowing 
The wind was blowing everywhere 
I walked along the beach 
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The wind was blowing 
The wind was blowing everywhere 
 
I played in the water 
Splish splosh splash 
Splish splosh splash everywhere 
I played in the water 
Splish splosh splash 
Splish splosh splash everywhere 
 
Song info: This is a song that allows for the use of tactile 
objects to enhance and provide a dual-sensory stimulus of 
music and touch. For the first verse, move the young 
person’s hands like the sun. For the second verse, bring 
out the sunscreen and put on some real sunscreen! For 
verse 3, blow gently onto the young person’s face to 
replicate blowing wind, alternately flap a paper fan or put 
on a pedestal fan. For the last verse, splash water onto the 
young person either by using a water spray or flicking 
water with your hands. Have fun! 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
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SONG LYRICS 
Row Together 
 
Row together 
Row together 
Row Row Row 
Row together 
Row together 
Row Row Row 
 
Row together 
Row together 
Row Row Row 
Row together 
Row together 
Home once more 
 
Song info: This is song that allows the young person to 
engage in a joint-experience with another person by 
rowing together. It’s an alternative to doing “Row row row 
your Boat” for the millionth time J  
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
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SONG LYRICS 
Goodbye Everyone 
 
Goodbye everyone 
Good good good 
Good good 
Goodbye 
 
Goodbye everyone 
Good good good 
Good good 
Goodbye 
 
Goodbye 
Good 
Bye Bye bye bye bye 
 
Song info: This is a farewell song that acts as a reminder 
that the music session is about to end. 
 
Song composed by Ahjay Stelino 
From the album “Therapy Songs for Special Kids” 
International Copyright Secured © 2020 Ahjay Stelino 
All Rights Reserved 
Find out more at www.ahjaystelino.com 
 


